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Abstract 

Generalized Bhaskar Rao n-ary 

are defined. This paper studies 

with elements from abelian groups 

of Generalized Bhaskar Rao n

ary called Bhaskar Rao Bhaskar Rao 

a v b matrix of ±1 and such that the inner product of 

any two rows 0 and the matrix obtained of X by its 

absolute value the incidence matrix of 

the construction of infinite families of 

Balanced Balanced are 

Some construction methods and necessary conditions for the 

existence of Bhaskar Rao are A necessary condition 

for the existence of balanced with even A and block size 4t is 

given. 

1. Introduction 

We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the of a balanced 

block with (v,b,r,k,A), and the 

incidence matrix of a BIBD; for example see Street and Street(1987}. A 

introduced by Tocher(1 in a slightly different 

form, is similar to BIBD except that its blocks are multisets and any point may 

appear in a block at most n-1 times. For an excellent survey on n-ary deSigns 
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see Billington(1984) When n==3, these designs are called balanced 

'forn!::u'u designs (BTDs). A BTD on V points is a collection of B multisets 

(called blocks) of size K, where each element occurs singly in PI blocks and 

repeated in P2 blocks, such that each pair of distinct elements occurs A 

times in the design. Clearly each element will occur a constant number, say R 

::: PI + 2P2 times. A block say, aabc, of size 4 with anelement a occurring 

twice and elements band c occurring singly is said to have the pairs (a,b) and 

(a,c) twice and the pair (b,c) once. We say that the BTD has parameters (V, B, 

PI' K, A). The incidence matrix N :::: (nij) of a BTD is a V x B matrix and 

its (i,j)th nij is equal to the number of times the point i occurs in the jth 

block. Let !1 == where the sum is over j. has shown that !1 is 

independent of any row. In fact for !1 PI +4P2 :::: RK-AV +A. The 

existence for these designs with block size three is 

and families of BTDs with block size four 

by Billington(1 

are obtained in 

Donovan(1 1986b, 1 but as in the case of BIBDs the 

problem is still open. Billington and Robinson(1983) have a list of BTDs with 

R:::; 15 and several necessary conditions for the existence of BTDs. Dillon and 

have used other combinatorial for group 

divisible designs and weighing designs, to obtain several of the designs 

which are listed in Billington and Robinson(1983) as unsolved or were 

obtained by computer search. Using Bhaskar Rao Sarvate and 

Seberry(to appear) also have obtained designs which are nonisomorphic to 

the solutions given in Billington and Robinson(1983) or the solution was given 

by listing all the blocks. Many authors, for example Misra(1988). Patwardhan 

and Sharma(1988}, Saha and Dey(1973) Sarvate(1989,1990), Sinha, Mathur 

and Nigam(1979), Sinha and Saha(1979) have obtained various partially 

balanced and balanced ternary designs whereas Vartak and Diwanji(1989) 

have constructed column-regular BTDs. Kageyama (1980) and Dillon and 

Wertheimer(1985) have obtained a characterization of certain balanced n-ary 

and ternary designs. Patwardhan, Dandwate and Vartak(1984) have used 

balanced orthogonal designs to obtain generalized partially balanced ternary 
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with two Q.;J,;;)V""IU!.v cllas£ies and with as:SOC:latlon scheme. 
and ~rlt1'rrl<:ln/tn ...,,,,r,,,,,.,. .. \ 

with block index and 

that a balanced 

which contains of 

reOlea[ea blocks if and only if v 0 or modulo 3, v 5, and 0 k v(v-5)/6, 

constructions of n-ary In this paper we obtain 

oe,nel'aliza1:ion of Bhaskar Rao ;i£H~inrH' 

studied a 

number of authors de 

used to construct 

methods 

It 

one of the methods construction of 

and PBIBDs. 

unknown resolvable 

the 

construction 

where our 

we modified 

BRTDs we were 

able to construct balanced n-ary with little modification. This result 

encourages to all the known methods of block 

from matrices with group elements to the case where matrices are 

Generalized Bhaskar Rao n-ary with this and also 

because we need these result for the construction of BRTDs and in this 

paper several results from are modified for the BRTD 

case. 

Definition: V'"'i ...... ~J.;Jv we have a matrix W with elements as 

of a finite group G ... ,hg} where W :::: + 
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'" Ag are v x b (0,1 . " n-1 (n is a positive 

than or equal to 2) and the Hadamard product Ai Aj, i :#: j is zero. 

vUI>JIJI.J;;:''V (t1 ai1 ' . , . • and . , sbbjb) are the ith and jth rows of W 

thenwedefineWW' (WW')ij=(tiai1"" -1,.,.,Sbbjb-1)with 

. the scalar Then W is a nonor~ll."t:I.n Bhaskar Rao n-ary 

if 

m 
(i) WW' AI I, and 

i=l 

m 
(ii) N + satisfies NN' Ai + I, 

that is N is the incidence matrix of n-:lrTI~II" balanced n-ary design, and 

the number of times a ;-..1'"\1" ......... ,"'''"''' copy of the group G occurs. In this 

paper we shall only be concerned with n :::: m ::::: 1, c 

in this case N the incidence matrix of balanced Tar-r\-:lnl So the 

above equations become: 

A 
(i) WW' AI + gG 

Oi) NN' (RK-AV)I + A J. 

Such matrix W is denoted by 1,P2,R;K,A;G) or 

when the values of Pi and P2 are clear from the context. 

1. X , is given below: 

2 0 0 2 0 1 

X= w 2 0 2 0 1 2 0 

0 w 2w 0 w2 0 1 2 

One can check that XX' :::: 151 + 2Z3(J-I) as required. 

Now consider the case when n 3, that is, N is the incidence matrix of a 

ternary design and G :::: {1 ,-1}. In this case we will refer to it as a Bhaskar 

Rao Ternary Design, BRTD(V,B;P1 ,P2,R;K,A), 
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o 
o 

o 

nal"l"":ll1Tl 5) 
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Theorem necessary condition for the existence of BRTD W is that 

when K 1 
4) then 4" 

then 2B-

must be even, and when K-1 is 

4 times an odd 

Let where A B N is the Inn,C!"I\j'!nn BTD. Then 

+ 

Consider 

,v 

ieft hand side 

column sum of A. The 

Now 

+ 

+A + 

~ 1, the left hand 

K
J 

of the above 

even. Arithmetical on the hand side now 

the result. 

o 
2.3. necessary condition for the existence of a BRTD when 

=3 4) is . 

If 4) then B O(mod 4) ; 

If 1 (mod 4) then either B = 1 (mod 4) and ) == 1 (mod 4) 

or B = 4) and 4) ; 

If - 4) then B = 

If == 3(mod 4) then either B == 1 4) 

or B == 4) and ) == 1 
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a result 

Table 1. 
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I neorem ~.4. Ii t:JnBSKBr nao lemary aes/gn vv en I U\ v 

can only exist if the equations 

(i) X3 + 3X5 + 6X7 + ... +( i (K2_1 ))XK i (B(K-1 )+2P2 V) for K odd, 

(ii) -xO+3x4+8x6+' .. + ({ (K2-4))xK::::: {(B(K-4)+2P2V) for Keven, 

have integral solutions. In particular, for K :::: 3, a BRTD can only exists if 4 

divides B + P2 V and for K::::: 4, BRTD can exist only when we have an 

integral solution for the equation -xO + :::: ~ P2 V. 

Proof. Suppose that WW' :::: L\I. Y''''I~~\J'';;>'V that the column sum of the ith 

column is Sj' So we have 

I,Sj2 ::: (1, ... ,1)WW'(1, ... ,1) ::: fJ.V ... . .. (2.1) 

If K is odd then the column sums can only be ±1 , ±3,. . . ±K and if K is even 

then the sum can only be ±O, '" ±K. Hence if there are xi columns with 

column sum ±i, then using (2.1) we have 

x1 + 9x3 + . . . + K2xK ::: 

xi + x3 +. . . + xK:::: B for K odd 

and 

4X2 + i6x4 + ... + K2xK == fJ.V, 

Xo + + x4 +. . . + xK B for Keven. 

Now VR= BK and fJ. :::: R + 2P2 ' we have 

8x3 + 24x5 + . + (K2_1 )xK :::: VR - B + 2P2V 

::::B(K-i)+2P2V for K odd 

and 

-4xO+12x4 + ... + (K2 - 4)xK:::: VR - 4B + 2P2V 

:::: B(K-4) + 2P2 V 

Hence for K == 3, we have 4 divides B+2P2 V 

1 
and for K:::: 4, we have -xO + 3x4 :::: 2" 

for Keven. 

o 
Unfortunately for K== 4 the above theorem on its own can not directly give any 
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I A I + 1 if A is 

Oi) V :2 

I(A-l) I + if A is odd. 

The following theorem is also from Billington(1985}. 

Theorem 3.2. A BTD with 

satisfying Theorem 3. 1 (ii). 

any A and P2 exists for all V == 3(mod 6) 

Using the same designs constructed in the proof of the above Theorem in 

Billington(1985), we can prove: 

Theorem 3.3. A BRTD with K 3 and V 3 (mod 6) exists for any even 

A 0 (mod 4). 

Proof. The construction for BTD with K=3 and V==3(mod 6) given in Billington 

(1985) is \.1'-11..1...,0;:;''-1 in this for easy reference: We know that there 

exists a resolvable Steiner triple on a ~ 0 for 

example see Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson(1971). Take A identical copies of 

such a resolvable STS. Remove two identical of and 

for each pair of blocks xyz , xyz that by the new blocks 

xxy, yyz, zzx. The remaining blocks are taken unaltered. Consider the 

incidence matrix N of the ternary so obtained. We will sign N to 

produce the required BRTDs. Other than the blocks from the resolution 

classes which are changed, each block occurs A:::: 4t times. Sign the 

corresponding entries by the rows of Hadamard matrix of size 4. The 

remaining blocks occur A-2 = 4(t-1 times. Sign the 4(t-1) occurrences of 

each of the remaining blocks by the rows of Hadamard matrix of order 4. 

Keep the remaining two occurrences positive. Now each column 

corresponding to new block has a 2, sign it -. We get the BRTD. 

o 
4. Consider the blocks, written as columns, of ) with 
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rows of Hadamard Matrix of be to obtam fOllOWing 

cases of Theorem 4.1 : 

Theorem 3.4. If a BTD(V,B;Pl,P2,R;3.A X exists then a 

4tR;3,4tA) exists for all positive integers t. 

Proof. Let X denotes the incidence matrix of X. in a column the ith 

1 by the ith row of the Hadamard matrix if that column consists of 1's only. and 

it 1 -1 1 -1 if the column contains 2. Now t of the resulting 

BRTD the result. 

o 
Corol 3.S. If ,B;p 1 P , X exists then a 

exists for all nm:;mll'R InttC!""DII"~ t. 

Now we use Theorem 3.1 and simiiar corollaries to construct various 

families of BRTDs for K:::::3. 

Similarly I"O,","!:If"'·.nn the ith nonzero of BTD x times the ith row of 

H4 we can prove: 

Theorem 3.6. If BTD(V,B;p 1 ,P2,R;4,A X exists then a 

exists for nn.!~m"'R Irltar"Cll'''C' t. 

3.2.1. A:2: When A=2 we have the following necessary and sufficient 

conditions for the existence of BTDs obtained from Theorem 3. 1: 

When == O(mod 3) V 0,1 ,3,4(mod 6), 

When P2 1 (mod 3) V == 0,3(mod 6), 

When P2 == 2(mod 6) V == O,2,3,5(mod 6), 

and V C:. 2P2 + 1 

Theorem 3.7. A BRTD(V,B;Pl,P2>O,R;K,2) does not exist. 
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Recall we O. Therefore 

the inner rows either +2 or - 2. 

r,.. .. ,..llhuv 3.8. A does not exist. 

An obvious aeiner'ali;zation Theorem 3.7 is 

Theorem 3.9. A necessary condition for the existence of a n-ary 

(p n-1 is that A be even than or to ), 

The existence I",,"nhlorn BRTD when the block size is three is under 

inVc9stilga1:ion in Francei and :--'~"'\I!:!TCllrn "","""" ... ,"' ... \ 

4. General Constructions. 

Theorem 3.4 can be aelner'ali~~ed for any where we use Hadamard matrix 

of order where is the least than or 

to x. The result is similar to Theorem 6 of Street and ~1"\,rln.cH'1 980). 

Theorem 4.1. ;Pl ,R;K ) and X=A-B be a 

Then if s is as small as s :::;; 4[K/4] 

that a Hadamard matrix exists. 

Proof. let H be Hadamard matrix of order In N the ith 

nonzero t of any column t times the ith row of Hand rOl"1d!lf"O O's by 

O's. 

0 
let N be a 

1 0 11 

[~ 
1 r1 

o 2 1 
and H= 

-1 -1 r2 

2 1 1 -1 1 -1 

-1 -1 

then 
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222211110000 

1 1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 

o 0 0 0 2 2 -2 -2 1 1 -1 -1 1-1 

The above result can be generalized to obtain a result similar to Theorem 4 of 

Seberry(1984): 

Theorem 4.2. Suppose we have a BTD(V,B;P1,P2,R;K,A) and a 

BRD(K,a,s,j,A). Then there exist a BRTD(V, Ba;sP1 ' sP2' sR; j, AA). 

Proof. Let B be the BTD and W be the BRD. He[)lac:e the jth non-zero 

element say t of each column of B by t times the j-th row of W to obtain the 

required BRTD. 

D 
nll'",II!!:lII''U 4.3. If a exists and K(K-1) == 0 (mod 12) 

then a BRTD(V, BK(K-1 )/3; (K-1 )P1 ,(K-1 )P2' (K-1 )R; 3 ,2A) exists. 

Proof. Seberry(1985) has proved that the condition v(v-1) == 0 (mod 12) is 

necessary and sufficient for the existence of a 

D 
4.4. If a BTD(V,B;P1,P2,R;K,A) exists and K == 1 (mod 6) then a 

BK(K-1)/6; 2(K-1)P1/3' 2(K-1)P2/3' 2(K-1)R/
3

; 4 ,2A) exists. 

Proof. This follows since de Launey and Seberry(1984) have proved that the 

condition v == 1 (mod 6) is sufficient for the existence of BRD(v,4,2). 

o 
Several such corollaries can be given by using the results of existence of 

BRDs. For example, de Launey and Seberry(1984) have shown that v == 

1 (mod 3) is necessary and sufficient for the existence of BRD(v,4,4) so we 

have 

4.5. If a BTD(V,B;P1 R;K,A) exists and K == 1 (mod 3) then 
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4 exists. 

Now ill"nl",nrt'!:Int construction methods for BATDs latin 

squares. Form the ..... 1"'I'1!"lnr;lnn'~1 latin 

squares the 

conditions: 

b, 0 ,b t 

and 

u. 

Write 

u 

is BRTD entries of 

IJI u'vu' .... of 

any two kth columns 

of 9 and h will 0, ±J or ±2J 

whether the kth column in A contributes 0, ±1 , or in the inner 

of rows and As the rows of are nrtl"lnrtnnClI we have the 

result Hence we 

Theorem 4.6. If and exist and if there 

are K-1 onho,aOI'7a! latin squares of order then there exists a 
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BRTD with Dal-amete,rs 

Notice that we can use a BRD and a BRTD to get a BRTD. 

~nlrnU~I"'U 4.7. If and BRTD(U ,A,S,K,A) exist and if there 

are K-1 mutually orthogonal latin squares of order U, then there exists a 

BRTD with 1"I!)"!)l1"IotOYC 

4.8. If BRTD(V,B,R,K,A) and BRD(u,a,s,K,A) exist and if there 

are K-1 mutually "."'TA",...,.,,,... 

BRTD with n~"~mAtt:lrC 

;;;Y~lmnBtlI 6. (i) Use A 

BRTD(12,1 

latin squares of order u, then there exists a 

and B = BRD(4,8,6,3,4), we 

l"\!)r'!:Il"notorc of the underlying BTD can be obtained 

by doubling the BTD listed as number 303 in Billington and Robinson. 

(ii) Use A BRD(4,8,6,3,4) and B we 

The of the underlying BTD can be obtained 

the BTD listed as number 114 in and Robinson. 

(iii) Using 

and 8,3,4) which are multiples of known 

(numbers 100 and 40 of and Robinson(1983». 

(iv) Similarly we BRTDs and hence BTDs if we use A B 

BRTD(6,1 4,4) or and BRO(4,4,4,4,4). 

cnlrnll~rv 4.9. If v(v-1) == O(mod 3) and U==3(mod 6) then a BRTD(Uv,3,4) 

and hence a BTD(Uv,3,4) exists. In particular BTD(3v,6v2 ;6v-4,2,6v;3,4) 

and BTD(3v,8v2-2v;4v-2,2v,8v-2;3,4) exist for all v such that v(v-1) == O(mod 

3). 

Proof. Seberry(1984) has proved that v(v-1) == O(mod 3) is necessary and 

sufficient condition for the existence of a BRD(v, 2v(v-1 )/3, 2(v-1), 3, 4) and we 
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4 

a non-

Ire[Jilcate BTD in 

at least K-1 

exists a 

whose 



ts I U IS a aouole or me aesign IIS1ea as numoer 0 I In clillngwn ana 

Robinson(1983). 

Remark: Theorem 3.4, 3.6 and Corollary 3.5 can be used recursively to obtain 

infinitely many families of BTDs. 

in the construction of n-ary oII"IIOCl!iNl"'lC! 

We have already seen some construction methods in the above section where 

we produced BRTDs from smaller by replacing each entry in the 

resulting BRTD by its absolute value we can construct BTDs. The following 

result another technique, which is well known for Generalized Bhaskar 

Rao Binary Designs. 

Theorem 5.1. Let X:::: A - B be a 
A B 

M 
B A 

Then 

is the incidence matrix of a partially balanced n-ary with n::;)Y::;)m,QteJ,rC! 

V* :::: S* ::::: . R* ::::: K* ::::: K, Ai ::::: and ::::: O. 

Proof. let N :::: A + S. We know that 

=.1.1, 

AA' + SS' = (NN' + 

and 

:::: ((RK-AV+.1.)1 + A 

AS' + SA' = ((RK-AV-.1.)1 + A J)/2 

Hence as .1. = RK- AV + A we get the result. 

Ex~~mlple 8. Consider a Shaskar Rao 4-ary design (3,12,16,4,16) : 

f2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 OJ 
X =! 1 1 -1 -1 2 -2 0 0 3 3 1 1 . 

iJ -1 1 -1 0 0 2 -2 1 1 -3 -3 

Then 
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0 3 
0 0 o 1 

and 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
B 0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 200 
So 

n-ary 

nht~=unt:u'" in Theorem 4.1 

K-t . K-t t ., ] IV 

[t t . . . K-t K-t... x IV 
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where K-t and t occur s times. 

5.3. If b, r, 3, 

exists. 

Proof. The matrix will the 

as defined in Theorem 4.1. 

[2. 

[1 . 

1 . . 1] x IV] 
. IV 

sufficient condition for the .oVI'~TOln .... a 

If 

Existence of 

'''.fI'''...,'';: the existence of 

rP1 ' 

exists then 

that 

where A 

3) 

there exist 

t. 

we 

Bare 

of 

Proof. Let N be the incidence matrix of the BIBO N* be the incidence 

matrix of the ro",.-nn.lnrnon't of the BIBO. He!)la(~e of the 

BRTO xN and each n,.."""",'1"",£71 

zero matrix. The 

9. (i) B ;2,2,6 

184 

. As usual a is reDllaCE~d 

PBTD. 

o 

a 

and BI 1) give 



Pts up b,lU,b). 

(ii) and 

0). 

and 

and ,1 

0). 

We know 

Theorem 

any odd 

that with K v for any A 

power there 

Remark. Here use Theorems 3.4 and to construct 

families 
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